Introduction

At the beginning of this century health care providers instigated a journey that led towards zero central line infections (Weeks et al 2011). The earliest of these journeys (Berenholtz 2004) focused on methods to prevent central line associated bloodstream infection (CLABSI). At that time, this innovative philosophy of infection prevention helped to transform the out-dated view that central line infections were an inevitable, iatrogenic infective sequela of central line placement. A philosophy that was replaced with a clinical expectation of virtually zero central line infections.

Authors such as Berenholtz (2004) present a history of central line bundle utilisation that improves compliance with several expected clinical standards. In isolation, each of these components has a legitimate clinical standing. However, like the twigs they represent, the bundle helps deliver a strong and robust approach to patient safety. An approach that has dominated health care in the last decade (Hughes 2008).

Bundles are described as a collaboration of evidence-based interventions. Topics such as barrier precautions, skin antisepsis and choice of site are utilised to improve and standardise clinical standards (Resar et al 2012). However, it is important to note that bundles designed more than a decade ago differ to those implemented today. This article aims to offer a
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Traditional bundles
From a global perspective, central line bundle implementation has dramatically reduced the incidence of CLABSI. It is suggested bundles have contributed to a 39% CLABSI reduction in developing countries (Leblebicioglu et al 2013) and a 66% reduction in developed countries (Pronovost et al 2006). However, bundle utilisation has not remained the domain of central venous catheter placement. Healthcare is saturated with bundles that aim to improve patient safety in many environments. Examples include bundles associated with surgery (Ma et al 2017) and ventilator care (Burja et al 2018). It is that ability to unshackle the preconceived ideas of what constitutes a bundle that forms the origins of the work presented in this article.

Global evidence associated with bundles has influenced governments and policy makers when considering approaches to patient safety and infection prevention. This in turn has resulted in bundles being a key recommendation as the tool of choice to prevent central line infections (Loveday et al 2014; Cole 2012; O’Grady et al 2011). Published guidelines that provide evidence-based recommendations for reducing catheter-related infections, for example EPIC3 (Loveday et al 2014), suggest that CLABSI prevention initiatives can be aided with the introduction of “quality improvement interventions to support the appropriate use and management of intravascular access devices”. With a similar aim to reduce CLABSI rates the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) strongly recommend “hospital-specific or collaborative-based performance improvement initiatives in which multifaceted strategies are ‘bundled’ together to improve compliance with evidence-based recommended practices” (O’Grady et al 2011:57). These documents highlight the need to synergise evidence in a format that ensures safe procedural delivery of clinical practice associated with vascular access. In particular, EPIC3 (Loveday et al 2014) indicates that combining components such as protocols, procedural prompts, audits, practice guidelines and education has the potential to improve patient safety. EPIC3 (Loveday et al 2014) also deliver a fundamental change of direction regarding which clinical situations we can apply bundles. Authors are now suggesting that patient outcomes associated with devices such as peripheral IV catheters benefit from the use of bundles (Loveday et al 2014), as do areas beyond the traditional ICU environment (Christy et al 2011).

In addition, original bundles often focussed on a precise problem at a single point in time. Primarily on infection prevention during central line insertion (Pronovost et al 2006). However, this exclusivity fails to acknowledge that vascular access care is delivered along a continuum rather than at an isolated point in time. This is demonstrated with evidence that illustrates how bundles have a positive impact on standards of care when they are used for catheter maintenance (Harnage 2012).

Bundle redesign
Bundle redesign offers an opportunity to consider how bundles address a) the continuum of care; b) a wider range of associated clinical skills; c) prevention of all the relevant problems that relate to the skill and d) how the bundle is integrated into everyday practice.

The future of intravenous bundles should focus on improving the wider spectrum of clinical outcomes associated with everyday intravenous practice. Peripheral IV catheter care as a prime example of an everyday clinical procedure that will benefit from redefined bundle implementation.

Bundle compliance is an issue that bundle designers cannot ignore. Assured bundle compliance is a complicated issue. One particular consideration that was key to this bundle design was the necessity to deliver interventions into a real-world setting (Furuya et al 2017). Therefore, the design of this peripheral IV bundle was underpinned by a philosophy that acknowledged established tools and best practice approaches to clinical care.

Peripheral IV catheter bundle
In this section, we describe a peripheral IV catheter bundle that is in use within a medium sized district general hospital in the UK.

Click here to download the bundle
Resar et al (2012:2) define bundles as a “small set of evidence-based interventions for a defined patient segment/population and care setting that, when implemented together, will result in significantly better outcomes than when implemented individually”. In addition to this traditional definition bundles may also be a collection of theories (e.g. education, human resources etc.) that are purposefully grouped together to improve specific patient safety outcomes along a clinical continuum. Certain elements of bundle content
are implicit within the care continuum in which they are delivered. These may not all be listed as a bundle component. Examples include education (Hansen et al 2014), leadership (Goeschel 2011), human resources (Hess and Bren 2013) and networking (Pruden 2011). Therefore, our bundle example should be viewed beyond what is printed. The bundle is merely one component of a wider multifaceted approach to vascular access standards within our organization (Jackson 2003, Jackson 2007). Furthermore, from the pre-bundle era we identified the use of ‘critical pathways’ as a tool to implement evidence-based practice. Critical pathways are clinical management plans that present goals for patients and provide the optimum sequence for clinical actions. We utilized the goals associated with critical pathways (Pearson et al 1995) as a framework to help to establish the foundations of the bundle described in this paper (see fig 1).

**Critical Pathway Goals (Pearson et al 1995)**

1. Implement checks to prevent unnecessary variation in practice.
2. Define expected standards.
3. Design interrelations between the care processes to ensure all relevant aspects of care are considered.
4. Ensure the bundle mirrors procedural and educational content for all professional groups.
5. Deliver a data collection framework that assists with practice review.
6. Decrease burdens associated with documentation.
7. Provide a tool to empower patients with knowledge of expected standards

**Bundle development criteria**

The foremost reason for bundle development is in the interests of patient safety (Weaver et al 2014). However, as mentioned earlier, when we embark on bundle development it is essential that both implementation and integration is considered.

Evidence abounds suggesting that bundles are clinically effective (Harnage 2012). Unfortunately, it is also suggested that bundles are not fully completed at the bedside (Furuya et al 2011). This warning is brought into stark focus when a study by Whelchel et al (2013) describes how only 16% of bundled components were fully considered during patient care. It remains unclear if a generalised bundle development process exists. To aid the development process we utilized an adaption of the critical pathway components as described by Pearson et al (1995) to evaluate bundle development.

**Implement checks to prevent unnecessary variation in practice – Avoiding variation in practice is inherent throughout the bundle.** The bundle defines evidence-based practice. However, it also defines the standards an organization expects to be delivered by the clinical staff they employ. Bundles with ‘boxes’ require completion to demonstrate clearly in the care record that an intervention was completed. Conversely, when not completed the ‘gap’ in the record is easily identifiable.

**Define expected standards –** The bundle components offer a simple critique of the standards expected along the length of the vascular access continuum.

**Design interrelations between the care processes to ensure all relevant aspects of care are considered –** The peripheral IV catheter bundle described in this text clearly delivers beyond the traditional norms of bundles. This is achieved due to the design philosophy that considered vascular access as a continuum that has the potential for various preventable problems.

**Ensure the bundle mirrors procedural and educational content for all professional groups –** The bundle is not exclusive to any professional group. In turn, the evidence base of the bundle is reflected in guidelines and educational tools that are not profession specific.

**Deliver a data collection framework that assists with practice review –** The primary aim of the checklist is to ensure early recognition of potential problems such as infusion phlebitis or the potential for device dislodgement. However, the bundle components that assist with early recognition or prevention of vascular access problems also provide outcome data. As the bundle is also a care record the bundle becomes a repository of clinical outcome data that can form the basis of a review.

**Decrease burdens associated with documentation –** Traditional documentation associated with peripheral IV catheter care often required a sentence or more describing the condition of the infusion site and functionality of the vascular access device. The checklist approach incorporated within the bundle speeds documentation and offers a consistent delivery of content.
Provide a tool to empower patients with knowledge of expected standards – The bundle itself was not designed to directly offer patient information. However, it is located with other clinical documents that are readily accessible around the patients bed space. In addition, some of the core messages suggested in the bundle are supported by a patient information leaflet (see below – click image to download).

Peripheral IV bundle
The peripheral IV bundle as described in this text is a single sheet, double sided A4 paper document (see below – click image to download).

The front page includes a section to document details of insertion and removal. This section includes details such as device size; site and details of who inserted the device. In addition, equivalent importance is placed on removal details such as the date and reason for removal.

The next section of the document is a checklist. This is aligned with the insertion and removal section and includes regular clinical checks. The checks comprise of:

- Is the device in use?
- Is the dressing intact or is a routine change required?
- Is the needleless device in good working order or is a routine change required?
- What is the condition of the IV site?

To accommodate the routine of the organisation we have ensured theses checks are completed at least three times a day. However, we accept and promote more regular checks as the situation requires, for example when an increased risk of IV site associated problems may exist (Gorski et al 2012).

In addition, we have included an ‘IV’ branding strip along the leading edge of the document. Our intention was to help identify the document quickly in the context of it being filed in a potentially busy set of health care documents.

Over the page, we find four main sections. The first two are essentially the bundle components. However, they have been written from a care plan perspective rather than like a checklist. In addition, they fulfil our requirement to improve more than just infection problems associated with vascular access. The standardized care elements focus on the wider clinical issues associated with both insertion and on-going care of peripheral IV devices. Topics covered include sharps disposal, infusion phlebitis, occlusion etc.

The decision to select particular bundle components for inclusion was based upon recommendations from the High Impact Interventions (Aziz 2009) and EPIC3 (Loveday et al 2014). In addition, locally derived evidence supported by published literature suggested the importance of highlighting issues such as infusion phlebitis and dislodgement prevention (Abolfotouh et al 2014).

The third section is a simple prompt to remind staff of the need to complete the checklist shown on the front page.

An illustration of the Visual Infusion Phlebitis (VIP) score (Jackson 2003) is also provided. This ensures staff have a reference tool from which to check the condition of peripheral IV sites. Placing the VIP score...
within the bundle also serves as a reference point for audit and investigative purposes.

Finally, when designing the bundle we acknowledged a) that it would need to be implemented into a busy clinical area and b) evidence exists that suggests bundles are not always fully completed (Welchel et al 2013). Therefore, the design of this peripheral IV bundle fulfils our philosophy of keeping the ‘simple’ simple and making the ‘routine’ routine.

Conclusion
The implementation of various IV bundles, including the peripheral IV bundle has been utilised to interrelate and normalise vascular access standards. In turn, this interdependent approach has allowed practitioners to recognise clinical skills associated with one particular type of vascular access can be utilised for other devices. Finally, vascular access standards were often described as having limited ownership (Jackson 2003). Bundles act as a procedural conduit that have the ability to augment and improve patient outcomes. Future bundles should focus on areas of clinical practice that will benefit from procedural direction and professional proprietorship.
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